
Husqvarna PG 690 Propane
A propane drive version of our versatile PG 690 model. The propane drive makes your operation independent of 
electrical access and makes the PG 690 Propane the perfect choice for large outdoor concrete slabs. The new 
electric fuel injection system cuts fuel consumption and reduces the risk of freezing - while the exhaust catalyst 
makes for even lower emissions. Key components are sealed against dust and slurry for maximised reliability and low 
maintenance. It is easy to handle, tilt and operate with optional adjustable weights for extra grinding pressure. 
Combine your grinder with a Husqvarna propane driven dust extractor for maximum productivity. 

Motor

Output power (As rated by the 
engine/motor manufacturer)

22 hp

Other

Grinding width 26.4 in

Grinding disc speed min 750 rpm

Grinding disc speed max 1010 rpm

Direction of rotation One Direction

Number of grinding discs 3

Dimensions

Product size width 26.4 in

Product size height 45.1 in

Weight 1060 lbs
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Features for PG 690 Propane

Sealed to last

Sealed grinding head with 1000 hrs service interval. No dust or 
water can intrude to damage components. 

Adjustable grinding pressure

The optional weights are a musthave for every professional grinder, 
as they allow to adjust the grinding pressure in three pre-set 
positions. They also make tilting the machine that much easier. 

Protected electronics

Dust sealed electrical cabinet with external cooling technology.

Hour and RPM meter

Possibility to log operating hours and read the RPM of the machine.

Recommended tools for PG 690 Propane

G1410 3 PCS G1420 3PCS G1440 3PCS G1470 3PCS G1480 3PCS

Concrete hard

Concrete medium

Concrete soft

Paint and thin epoxy

Plastic-like ceramic glues

Porous ceramic glues



Rain-damaged concrete

Semi-polished concrete

Thick epoxy

Vinyl glues

P 1140 range P 1200 series for PG 
machines 

CP 1200 series HiperFlex FP40  HiperFlex FP80

Concrete

Concrete hard

Concrete medium

Concrete soft

Marble

Paint and thin epoxy

Plastic-like ceramic glues

Terrazzo

Vinyl glues

HiperFlex FT80

Concrete

Concrete medium

Concrete soft

Terrazzo


